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ABSTRACT 
Two 1/20 scale models of the Grumnan ROS-NPI and ROS-WHL space shuttle
 
orbiters were tested in the GAC Hypersonic Wind Tunnel at a Mach number of 10. Model 
,angle of attack, %, was varied from 200 to 650 at nominal sideslip angles of 00, -30 
and -10 (Note: See Data Reduction section). Data were taken at approximately 20
 
increments while the model was being pitched at a rate of 80 per second.
 
Two different basic configurations were tested, the narrow body ROS-rn1,
 
and the wide body ROS-WB1. Symmetric and asymmetric elevon deflections were tested to 
determine longitudinal and lateral control effectiveness. The effect of the rudder 
body flap, an auxiliary ventral fin and a different fuselage nose was also determined. 
AUl testing was conducted without transition.
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This report presents the details of the first series of hypersonic
 
tests conducted on 1/200 scale models of the Grumman Aerospace ROB-NBl
 
and ROS-WBl orbiter vehicles in the Grumman Farmingdale 36" Hypersonic
 
Tunnel. The period of occupancy was from April 28 to May 7 on a one
 




Additional tests were conducted on this same model in other Grumman
 
facilities to more fully cover the Mach number range. The complete series
 
of tests is covered in the following reports:
 




DMS-DR-1161 0.7 to 1.15
 




Six component aerodynamic force and moment coefficient date are pre­
sented herein in plotted form and cover an angle of attack range from 200
 



























Total Axial Force 
Base Axial Force 
Forebody Axial Force' 
Total Drag Force 
Base Drag Force 







Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio 
Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio 



































The following model components were utilized during these tests: 
B1 - basic fuselage for ROS-NB1 
BIA basic fuselage modified as shown in Figure 6 
B2 - basic fuselage for ROS-WBI 
W ! - basic delta wing 
V1 basic vertical tall for ROS-NB1 
Y2 - twin body tails, basic tails for ROS-WB1 
7 - body flap 
U1 - ventral fins 
Pertinent dimensional information for each of the above components can be 
found in the "Model Component Description Sheet" section of this report- The 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
 
GRULMAN 36-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
DESCRIPTION: This is an intermittent blowdown to vdcuum' type tunnel. The 
test section is 36 inches in diameter. High temperature sir from a pebble 
bed heater is introduced to the test section through fixed contoured, 
axisymmetric nozzles.' 
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
Mach Range: 8, 10, 14 
Reynolds Nuber(xlO6 /ft): 0.2 to 4> 
Stsgnation Pressure (psia): 200 to 2200 
Dynamic Pressure (psf): 100 to 1200 
Stsgnation Temperature (OR): 1000 to 3500 
Run Time (see): 30 to 6o 
TESTING CAPABILITIES: 'Model mounting consists of aevater-cooled, sting­
balance sector rig which features a model injection system. Instrumen­
tation for force,, pressure, and heat transfer measurement is provided. A 









per unit length 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
(pounds/sq..inch) 
10.0 2.32 x 10b . 2.16 
BALANCE UTILIZED: CHANCE - VOUGHT .625 in. vB-16 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: 
NF 200 lbs. ± .269 lbs. 
SF 100 lbs. ± .22e-lbs. 
AF 60ibs. ± .1yt lbs.PM ___ 0 in-lbs. , . 0 -lbs. 
























A Chance-Vought .625 inch VB-16 six cowponent strain gage balance was used
 
to measure orbiter forces and moments. All final data were presented along and
 
about a set of body axis passing through a nominal center of gravity located at
 
F.S. 1485, W.L. 3T7 andfB.L. 0. Data were converted to standard NASA Coefficients
 
using the following constants: 
Reference area: Sref = 20.689 sq. in. 
Reference length: tref = 9.648 in. 
Reference span: bref = 5.838 in.
 
No adjustment was made to the final data to account for the model base and
 
balance cavity pressure contributions.
 
Nominal sideslip angles are indicated under the parameter values with each 
dataset. However, angles of sideslip in the nominal :30 and -1O cases were 
actually -30 cos (c) and - = 100 cos (a) respectively. Carp must be exercised 
when using the data to'ear this in mind and to interpret the data accordingly. 











Fig. 1. Longitudinal Characteristics 
Repestability 
- (A) 1-8 
Fig. 2. Longitudinal Characteristics, 
Component Brbakdown 
(A) 
I, - I.. -
Configuration 9'16 
Fig. 3. Lateral-Directional Stability, 
Component Breakdown, 10. Deg. 
Sting Offset 
(B) Configuration 17-19 
Fig. 4. Lateral-Directional Stability, 
Component Breakdown, 3. Deg. 
Sting Offset 
(B) Configuration 20-22 
Fig. 5. Longitudinal 
Elevons 
Control Effectiveness, (A) Elevon Deflection 23-30 
Fig. 6. Effect of Body Flap (A) Flap Deflection 31-38 
Fig., 7. ECfect of Single Deflected,-Elevon - '(-B) Elevon' Defletion '-39-41 
Fig. 8. Effect of Ventral Fin, Longitudinal (A) Configuration 42-49 
F±ig° 9 Effect of Ventrar Fin; Latjre1-:' 
10., Leg. Sting Otfset 
.... -(B) ohf.iguf.tbli. .. 50$2 
Fig. 10. Effect of Ventral Fin, 
3. Deg. Sting Offset 
Lateral (B) Configu!ration 53-55 
Fig. ll Effect of Ventlal 
Longitudinal 
Deflection, (A) Ventral Deflection 56-63 





TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES 








Mig. 14. 	 Effect of Alternate Forebody, (B) Configuration 75-77
 
fLateral-Directional, 10. Deg. 
Sting Offset
 










Fig. 17. 	 ROS-WB1 Effect of Twin Vertical (A) Configuration -' 89-96 
Tails, Longitudinal 
Fig. 18. 	ROS-WB1 Effect of Vertical Tails, (B) Configuration 97-99 
Lateral, 10. Deg. Sting Offset 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
(A) - CN, 	 CIM, CA, CL, CD, L/D vs. a 
C0 vs. CIM, CL vs. CD 
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Notes: 
1. Positive directions of force coefficients 
moment coefficients, and angle are 
indicated by arrows. 
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability 









l gurt h. Axis systems, s.oiig direction ar 
moment coefficients, angle of att&; , 
of force and 
















FIGURE 4. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT-1cs8-NB 
.ECPENcc DIWI EN,.IONJ 





•I P, 1485 
­
z 
FIGURE 5. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT 
- ROS- WB 
BIA 	 Basic ROS-NBI with modifications to lover surface of fuselage
 
and nose. Defined in 518 MOD 909 (Available upon request from
 




KL;j.1RO 8 	 J)'I 
7 --
















Body flap1l at lower aft end of vehicle. Hinge line is at FS 1983.125 
and dimensions are as noted below. (superscript indicates the
 
deflection angle, with positive deflections T.E. down) 
-O,-7­
,-po -- 2 21
 







GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC ROS-N01 BODY
 



















Max. Cross-Sectional 616 2.21a8 
Planform 920 14.36, 




MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -B
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ,BASIC ROS-WBi BOi-



























FULL-SCALE - MODEL.SCALE 
















MODEL COMPONENT: WING - W1
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC ROS-NB 1 WING
 
DRAWING NUMBER:* 	 518 MOD 902
 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 





Planform 	 5747-. 20.7 in.2
 
Wetted 7780 '26 in.f 
Span (equivalent) .9.3 -5.84in. 
Aspect Ratio 1.65 6 
Rate of Taper 1.87 
Taper Ratio .129 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 00 
Incidence Angle, degrees + 20 @ body p 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 600 .6o
 
Trailing Edge -8,4V -8.40
 








MAC 59.0 "3.54 in. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1'80 158o 
W*P. of .25 MAC 302.6 302.5 
BL. of .25 MAC 290 290 
Airfoil 	Section
 
Root 18% max.camber 10% thickness
 








Span, (equivalent) 4.16 in.
 
Aspect Ratio 1.5 1.5
 




Root 78.25 4.7 in.
 
Tip 13.5 :0.81 in.
 
MAC 	 . -2.78 in. 
Fs. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
BeL. of .25 MAC 
25 
the W, Wing)MODEL COMPONENT: Elevon (For 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Moveable Control 'Surface A1sqciated With the W, Wing 
















Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
7.75 .465 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 0 o ° 0, 
Tailing Edge -8.4 -8.40 
Hingeline 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
26
 
MODEL COMPONEN'I:t VERTICAL TAIL - V-1
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC ROS-1NB I VERTICAL TAIL ,
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 518 MOD 902 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
(T.oR FT2) (IN.OR IN.2 ) 
Area 2.898 
Span (equivalent)- 1.998 
Inb'd equivalent chord , .6 2.076 
Outb'd equivalent chord 13,75 .825 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord -----
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 45 ° 4 
Tailing Edge -19-70 16.7 ° 
Hingeline 28.70 28.70 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 945 .2o4 
AIFOIL SECTION 64AOlO 64Wo0 
27
 
(for the V1 vertical tail)
MODEL COMPONENT: Rudder 





DRAWING NUMBER: 518 MOD 90? 
1/200 
DIMENSIONS: FUSCALE MODEL SCALE 
(ft. orf~ Z -) (in. or in. 2 ) 
Area .24o . _,864 
Span (equivalent) 33.3 1.998 
.­ chor d .. .. . -lQ- -- ­- ,624 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
RUDDER 
4.02' .241 
Ratio fi chord/horizontal 
tall chord 
At Ihb'd equiv. chord .3 . 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .3 
Sweep Badk Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 29.5* 29.5 
Tailing &dge 19.70 19.7o 
Hingeline __ "_- ". 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
28
 
MODEL COMPONENT: TWIN BODY TAILS - Vp 
i 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIS ROS-WB1 VERTICAL TAILS
 
DRAWING NUMBER:# 518 MOD 905
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
(IT. OR FI.) (IN.'OR IN.2 ) 
Area 67o 2:412 
Span (equivalent) 2.130 
Inb'd equivalent chord '1990 
Outb'd equivalent chord 9.08 '545 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles6-degrees 
Leadzing Edge 400 40 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
 
AIRFOIL SECTION NACA 6)AO NACA 6bAO1O
 







a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axiS 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body'. 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive.Y-axis; degrees 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotationabout-.the-body­
- -- -X-xis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees 
P air density; Kg/m, slugs/ft3 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
V epeed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; M/sec, ft/see 
q Q(Psi dynamic pressure; 1/2PV psi, psf 
M MACH Mach number; V/a 
RN/L EN/L Reynolds number per unit.length; million/ft 
p static pressure; psi 
P total pressure; psit 





NCWK. CLA'fJRE (Continued) 








wing area; m2 , ft 2 







mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see ref or LRE) 
reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a)' 
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
base area; m2 , ft2 , in2 
c. g. center of gravity 
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
MARqP abbreviation for moment reference point 
on X-axis 
XMP abbreviation for moment reference point 
on Y-axis 






























force or moment-about the Y 
moment about the Z axis 
moment about the X axis 
stability *axis system 
wind axis system 
reference conditions 






Body & Stability Axis System 
SYIML 
SADSAC 
SMBOL DEFINITI ON 
Body Axis ystem 





axial force coefficient; FA/qS 






forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb 
yawing moment coefficieat 4z!oS bref 





to Both Axis Systems 
pitching moment coefficient; My/qS 






Stability Axis System 
lift force coefficient; FI/qS 
drag force coefficient; FDqS 
CDb CDB base drag coefficient 
Df ODF forebody drag coefficient; CD -Db 







rolling moment coefficient; MXs/qS bref 
lift-to-drag ratio; OI/% 





































horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
trailing edge down; degrees
 
















- right 'sileron)/2 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge dawn 
trailing edge dawn 
trailing edge dawn 
trailing edge to the left 
trailing edge down 
-trailing edge -down--with-respect 
to control surface 
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
 





















trailing edge down 
trailing edge dawn 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge dawn 
trailing edge down 










TABULATED DATA LISTING 
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing -the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
GAC Mr. M. Quan 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 




Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 





















.i 2c 25 So 33 40 45 so 55 s0 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BOFLF REFERENCE :NFOflZAr:oN
BE TA LELEVN RELEVNDATA SET SYMBOL CO4FIGURATZOM DE5CMZPTXCN CMP. DuoIY goo0 0.000 20.890 


























.00245is 25 30 35 50 55 665 7
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ,ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ET SYWBOL CPHFIGURATIONDE3CRIPTICN 13TA LELEVN RELEVN ZCFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.01H 0.000 























O • .06 
•U 
0D i ED aas 40 45 so 55 'aO 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.,. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA .SET S YMBOL. COFIOrJRATION DESCRIPTION RITA LELEVN RELEVN SCEFLF RJEFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I DCTOD$) FHT 01: COIF. ROC- _ as siiv.000 n.000 SRJF se.IN.
WV, 0].000 U.000 20.6890] 

(OC;TOOZ)7 GFMT DI. CON4Fo RO-Nal 51mit'V O.Doo DU 0. 00031 [.00D LREF 9.6483
.OO INH. 
BREF 5.8380 INl 
XMRP 148.004..0 IN: 
YMRPF .000a INt. 
ZMRP 37r.0004 19.
 
; ACH 10.130 3AV OOS 
PAGE 3 









*$5 30 35 40 ;5 50 $5 6065 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIOURATION DESCRPTION MTA LELEVN RELEVN BCOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(DCT Ol GT019 C Fo ROS-HS1 : IIl 0:,000 0:000 0:000 9:0000 SREF 20.6890 SQIN. 
(DTO] FOY 019 F ROS-al BLWIVI OD a+0D O .O a an LREF 9.6480 , 
BREF 5,380 IN: 
ImRP 148.04 .I 
YIRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 377.0004 IN: 
SCALE 0.0050
 
. ACH 10.130 
PAGE 










CD. 4[ 1 
0.ta 
0.4 
l l t * , 1 . . .
 
. .. . . . . . .I
. . . 1
Vi.Dl l . . . .
 
i5 2 so 35 40 45 50 55 6Q 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN BOFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION 
gOCTO01)' GFHf 013 CwF. Ros-NS1 Bw1Vi 0.000' 0.000 0.000 0.00 SREF 20.6890 SQ.IN. 

























20 25 50 35 40 45 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN 
GFHT 019 CnF. ROs-nf± eWzva 0.000 a.0D ".0ca0 






60 65 70 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 20.6890 SQ.ZN. 
LREF 9.4S0 IN. 
BREF 5.6380 ZN. 
XNRP 1485.0040 ZN. 
VNRP 0.0000 IN. 





FIG. I LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - REPEATABILITY
 















.10 .98 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 .04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 





SYMBOL CWFIGURATIk ODESCRIPTION2 oFINT 019 CCWF. ROS-N$ BIWIVI 















LREF 9.6400 IN. 
BREFX*'RP 5.83801485.0040 IN.IN. 
VHip 0.0o0 IN. 


















0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN BODFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IDCTOOI GFMT 019 COMF. ROSNBI oBwVI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 20.6890 SQIN. 
D0CTD020 GFUT 019 CONF. ROS-N01 1WIV1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF . 9.6480 IN. 
DREF 5.6380 IN. 
XNRP 1485.0040 IN. 
YIRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 57.0004 IN. 
SCALE 0.0050MACM 10.130 
PAGE 8 
FIG. 2 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSCOMPONENT BREAKDOWN 




































.1'0 w 'L3 An5 4m so 55' 6& ' 65 ?a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA., DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEN SOOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATIONl 
























-. .0 	 _PAGE ___I 
"25i m 3 0 35 40 45 	 A0s56 65 70 
I , 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SE T SyMB CCOlFIIURATlZft DESCRIPTIONI 	 MIA LELEVM RELEVN B=FLP REFERENCE INFORMATICM 
I DCT002) Q RFMT 019 CON+F. ROS-M91 Bi' Vl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00Q 	 SREF 20.6$90 SQ.1". 
'VCTO34) Ll 6FHT 019 CCRF. ROS-NBI SIV1 0.000 0.000 	 LR6F 9.6480 IN. 
0116 5: 0380 IN. 
.. RP 1465o0040 IN. 
IHRP .o0000 IN,o RP, 3T_.0__4 I_. 
SCALE G.VoDS
MA CH 10.130 
- E 









to IN 	 30 35 40 45 so 55 so 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNAO CCFI URATIOH DESCRIPTION 	 BETA LELEVN RELEVM BCDFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION 




IMRP I4.5 004. IN.
 













FIG. 2 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSCOMPONENT BREAKDOWN
 






i 120 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 ;5 
0 1 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 'CC.FZURAT;IO OESCRIPTIC* BETA ' LELEVN RELEYN BOOFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OCT002) 
(CTD14) 
Q GFHT 019 CCF. ROS-N 
GFHT 019 COF. ROS-NI 
BIVI0.000 
DVi 0*00 





























1.0 . . . . . . 
is ED 2 30 3S 40 45 so 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL ¢OFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN SCCFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, VCTOO2) GFHT 019 CONF* ROS-NSI BIWIV1 0.000 0.000 0.000D .DGG SREF " 20.6890 SQ.IN. 

























.so0- usa .06 .04 .02 	 IN0-*0 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIM 	 SETA LZLEVN RELEVN SODFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 






YMRP u OUGO in
 
ZMRp Z77:00 4 IN:
 
NA H 10.130 
 SCALE a . 050 
PAGE 15 













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO' 
OCTOOS) nGFHT 019 CONF. 






0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO 
BETA LELEVN RELEVN S0FLF 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 
1.6 1.a 2.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 20.6890 SQ.IN. 
LREF 9.6480 IN. 
BREF 5.8380 IN. 
XNRP 485.0040 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 377.0004 IN. 
SCALE 0.0050 
PAGE 1'6 















-. 0~ ._ . . .. 
-.03
 
IS go0 2 so 35 40 45 5_ 55 an 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.- ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI04 DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVU OFLP REFERENCE INFORhATIQN 
,(DCTG0Z) GFNT 019 CWIF, RQ&-NDZ BIWIVI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 30.68090 S.IN. 
I CTOZV I $FHT 019 ROB-NB SIWIVI BETA 1S -10 CCZ(ALFHA) 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF' 9.6480 IN. 
1DCTcras 0 OFHT 019"CmF. R05N81 SIVI 0.000 0.000 BREF 5.0380 in, 
COCTO2S) L FHT 019 ROS-BI BB BETA IS -10 COS(ALPHAJ 0.00 XNRP 1485.0040 IN,
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3ST.004 IN. 
MACH 10.130 SCALE 0.0050 
PAGE 17 
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-005 









- s to w3 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 7; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.- ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO" CQNFIGURATICN DESCRPIMCN BE TA LEUEVN RELEVN SOWFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, DCT002) 0 GFNT 019 CCNF. R05-NDI aIWlVl 0.000 0.000 0.00O 0.000 SREF 20.6890 SQoIN. 





GFMT 019 CONF. RO3-NB1 
GFNT 019 ROS-N81 SIVI 
B2Vi 









INNyp 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 377:0004 IN. 
MACH 10.130 SCALE 0 "05a 
PAGE 18
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FIG. 3 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY,COMPONENT BREAKDOWN, I0.DEG. STING OFFSET
 



















is 20 '15 30 35 AD 45 so 53 6 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA =T SWBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION BETA LCLEVN RELEVN BSOFLP " REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IOCTOOZJ C GFHT 019 COF. ROB-Nt fVlWf 0.000 0.000 O 000 0.000 SREF 20.6890 $&.IN. 
cDCTOOJ GFRHT 019 ROS-NB± B1WVI BETA 15 -10 COSCALPHA 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 0.648G IN. 
DC0C114) 
(0CT233 9 CFHf GF"T 01 cWF, ROS-N8l as9 ROS-N I siVI BVI BETA IS -10 COSCALPHA) 0.000 0.000 D.DD0 QREF XNRP S.8380 1485.0cD ZN. IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 371.0004 IN. 
MACH 10.150 SCALE 0.0050 
PAGE 19 

















2 . 30 35 40 43 so 55 
ANGLE OF-ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION4 BETA LELEVN RELEVN S0OFLP 
I CONF. ROS-N8 BIWIVI U.000 0:000 0.001 0:0.0 
:FHT 0 :.1%9 RO-Na SSB;Vl MTA 13 -3 C03(ALpHAI 0 a a DoDG 
GF"T 019 CONF. ROS-N51 SIVI 0.000 0.000 
GFMT 019 ROS-N81 DIVI fSTA IS -3 COS(ALPHA) 0.000 
AAGH TT A3R 
sa. 65 
REFRENCE INFORMATION 
5RF 2 ______ 
E.DRF .4 IN: 
aREF 5.8380 IN. 
XMRp 1485.0040 IN. 
Y.RP 0.000 IN. 
Z-RP. 0". 
$SIAL a *0 
PAGE 20 
70 
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S ea' is 30 35 40 43 so 55 6O s5 70 
SANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHB CCNFIGURATX0H CESCRIPTIM BETA LELEVN RELEVN SCOFLP REFERENCE INFORNATION 
loclooz)(BCT026) Q L GFHT GFHT 019 CCNF. DID ROsNal RS-N81 52MVI 
SIWIVl 













"'T'14) FHT 01: CMBROB-Nal Sivi 0.000 0.000 BREF 5.6380 IN. 
(£CT730)[ FRI VI9 DOS-NB 1 VI BETA IS -3 COS(ALPHA) 0.000 XHRF 1485.0040 IN, 
ZZRSCALE 




FIG. 4 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY.COMPONENT BREAKDOWN. 3.DEG. STING OFFSET
 











.00 is 25 30 3; 40 AS 50 55 Go 65 7 
o . 
S 









-°£15 *0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 85 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SC? SYh0O. CC.FIURATZon DESCRIPTIon4 BTA LELEVN RELEYN SOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATZON 
(DCT00Z) 0 GFNT 019 COF° ROS-.NBI SIWIVI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 20.8890 Se. ° 
(0CT0206 7 OFNT 019 R06-N8* BIWYVI BETA f$ -3 COS(ALPNA) 0.000 0.000 0.000 LRtF 0.6490 IN. 
(DCT014) 0 GFI4T 019 ConF. ROS-NSI ens .0 0.000 O.OBRE; 5.8500 IN. 
(DCf0Z0 ) [U GFHT 019 ROS-NBIB1Vl BETA 15 -3 COS(ALPHA) 0.000 XNRP 1485.0040 IN. 
YI4RP 0.0000 ZN. 


















1.0is w 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA MtT StYB CaFIGURAIUC DESCRZPTIX BETA LELEVN RELEVN BQFLP REFERENCE INFORHATICN 
DCT0ZC 0 GFT 0*9 CwF. ROS-N81 BIWIVI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ORF 20.6890 *Q.IN. 
tOCTOOI L GFNT 09 C#F. R 0-NB* B*WI(-10O,)VI 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 9.6480 IN. 
DC7005J 0 GFNT 019 CCF. RO-NS* 01W1 IDO)VI 0.00 0.000 .00 0:.00 BREF 5.8351 IN. 
loCT006a) GFnT 019 COMF. ROS-N2 1WI (-Z20O vs 0.00 a 20.00 0 0.0a0a 0.0 XRp 45.0040 ZN.
 
(OCTOOS) S FHT 019 CONF. R0SN31 B1W1-40,-40)VI 0.000 -40.000 -40.000 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
 










z .02 	 _____ 
C., 






-t ! 5 30 35 40 45 so 55 Go 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.,,ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA IlET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 SE TA LEUVN RELEVN BDFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IDCT-OZ) Q GFHT 019 CONF_ ROS-N BIWIV1 	 O.OQD 0.000 0.000 D.000 SRF 21.6890 S. IN. 
(De'/G4) IFHT 01: 0*1F 0O5-NB1 BIM C-10,Q)VI 0.0o00 -10.000 0.000D 0.000 LREF 9.6480 IN.
 
(DCTV05) FHT ol COfFF ROS-NS1 5l'Jl(IGO)Vl 0.000 1(o0.10 G.DGo 0.000 BREF 5.860 IN.
 
CDCT(J 0 GFHT 019 CO(lF. ROS-B WI-t-)V 001-2.ll-*O DDDXR 14.04 I.
 
-CDC:Dg GFHT 019 COlF, Mal -4 40V 	 000 -4 -40,00 a0] 0.0000ROs-B Do0 a 	 YMRp IN. 

















£03 ioS 5 40 45 50 55 613 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA S&T SYNBC& 
€CWFIURATICW CNE3CPTIW BETA LELEVN RELEVN OMFLP REFERENCE INFORUATION 


























CDCTOD0:; :FHIVI C=9€ .0:-NSB 'I(-40 -40) Vl a.000 -40.000 -40.000 0.1100 YNRP o'coso IN. 











w aa 35 ;a 45 so 53 so 65 7; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
RELEVN O FLP REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LEI.VN (DCTOO2) FHT 019 CNF, RO$-Nal BIWIVI aano 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 20.6890 $Q.IN, 
NF ,ROS-NIII 0;0ID#)v - 11 ,OOO 1:100. 0:00. LREF 9.6480 IN.CTOV4II FMT 01 9 C lw 1 y1:11.
'OCT-0J -Fr019 COF. RO"-Mal lItIGa, 100 D ,00 no00 ODD BREF 5.8360 IN.
 
(DCTOOS :FHT V19 ONF. ROS-Na1 81WI(-zc,-zQ)Vl 0.000 -20.000 -20.DGO 0.000 XNRP 1485.0040 IN.
 








FIG. 5LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESSELEVONS
 








0.40 - ..... 
0.2 
I 25 30 5 40 4 50 i55 00 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOl CC*FJGURATION DSCRIPTII BETA LELEVN RELEVN DOOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BIVIVI 0 0 0.00 20.6890 

(OCTO04tZ) GrNT 1OI-N8±Vl(-±3,0)V1 000 0.000 9.0480

(DCTOZ) IFNT 019 CONF. ROSN01 0. 00 0. 0.00. SREF SQ.IN. 
009 CO. NS 0 0.ago LRCF IN. 
CDCTDOSI 0FH a9 CONF. ROs-Nl S (IWI10oe) 0.000 10.000 G.000 0.000 BREF 5.8380 IN.V 

(DCTO08) J FHT 019 CONF. ROs-Nal SIMS(-2c-ZO-)VI 0.000 -20.000 -20.v00 0.000 SNRP 1485.0040 IN.
 
(DCTO09 . FH5 01 COF. R05-N8± 8±WI(-4s-40) VI 0.000 -4D.00 -40.000 0.000 YHRP 0.000 IN.
 














- .0 1 2 30 as 40 ;5 50 55 60 65 7; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELCVN RELEVN SWFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Z F R O$03DTG 1 G a s a O aII
w v ¥ aFN0 
 0 0.0 0~l0D00. SR F 2 0 :. 8 9 D 30 ZN
 IDCTDGZ, GFMT CFo 1 V0 -113:D00 0 0 0 9.4INOM 03HS wlt-luja)l a a 0,100 LREF 
COCTOS T G19¢F: ROS-NSI :1W1(10,03VI 0.000 10.000 D.000 0.000 BREF 5.83a. IN. 
DCTGG} :21T I1 CNF. 03S- 111 1W1 - : 2 0Vl OO.-20.000 -20.000 0.000 XHRF 1485.0040 IN. 
( CT000) GFMT 010 CONF, RO$-H8I al I( 4 4) V . -40.000 -40.000 0.000 YNRP ,0.0000 IN. 





FIG. 5 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESSELEVONS
 











. 1 0 $ 
.0 8 
.0 0 





 0 -.0 
- . 0 8 
- 0-. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 









GmFT 019 C0F. ROS-N8i 
GFHT 019 CONF. ROS-N81 
GFNT 019 COF. OS-NB 
GVNT 019 CONF.'0410$ 
IFNT 019 CONF. 90-NO 
B1WIVI 
81WI-10#0)VI 







0.0000.00  0.000 





































0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1., 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
DATA ST SYfL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELCVN RELEVN BOOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
InhCTI02) GFHT 019 CON. ROS-N8 BIWIVI 0.000 0.000 acoo 0.000 SREF 20.6890 $Q.XN. 
(OCT04) 'PHI 019 CON. ROSNSI SWI&S0,0)Y1 0.000 -1.000 0.000 D.0O LREF 9.64 0 IN. (OCTOOS) 'GFRI 019 CFoN ROS-N0I Blwl1CO.0)VI 0.0=0 10.00 0.000 o0.000 BREF 5.8380 IN. 
(OCT000 Li GET 019 CONF. ROsN1 81W(20(-.2Z)V1 0.000 -20.000 -20.000 0.000 XHRP 14$5.0040 IN. 








FIG. 6 EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
 
1. 













0.0 5 so 25 30 I 35 40 45 51 55 so 65 To 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SE,1T SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DES$CRIP74t ETA LEL]EVh RELEVN 800FLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(DCt3;J GHT01 (ONF. RS-Nsi Iwv IO akJ canO([ 000 DIoo SREF 20 6890 sfi.IN. 




































.06 . 1 * I * __________* * * • * _ ,_ * i i i i* fl_
 
;a3 35 40 45 so 55 GO 5T 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SE. SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LEL6VM RELEYN BODFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION 
COCTUDZ) 0 GFHT 019 CONF. ROS-NO1 01WIV1 0.000 O.Vou 0.000 0.000 SRF 20.6890 SQ.IN. 
IDCTOV5) QFHT D19 CONF- ROS-NBl l.000 0.000 9.6480G.Doo~DJV 10OO 0.000 LREF IN.
 
DCTO6 GFMT 019 CONF. ROS-NB1 BiwiVIFico (0.00°0O 0.000 0.000 10.000 BREF 5.B80 IN.
 
2OCTOOT) U GFHT 019 CONF*ROS-N31 alifI(D lo VIFJ(uo) U.000' 0 QV XMRF IN.










FIG. 6 EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
 










15 .0 30 5 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN SOFLP REFERENCE INFOPMATON 
COCTOO±) Q GFNT VI COF. fOS-N0± OtWIVI 0.000 t,.O0 0.000 0.000 OREF 0.GOS S0.ZN. 
ODCT00S) GFHT I 9 C€NF. ROS-N51 Ow(101)V 0.000 A.000 .00o 000 LREF 9.6480 in. 
(DcTO00J 0 GFMT 019 COF. X0-N01 1 WIV1FIIC) 0.000 0.000 0.000 ±0.000 BREF 5.0360 ZN. 
OCYT0o7), ] GFHT 019 00F., ROS-NOI 5WW D10I0)VIFI(1DJ 0.000 10.000 0.000 10.000 XHRP 1485.0040 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 ZN. 















L . . . . . , .. . . . . . , ,I . . If . . . . L* . . . . . . . . .. -------­
0015 
 25 3 35 40 45 50 55 Go 65 TO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN BODFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
DCTOOR) Q OFHT 019 CQNF. R0SN51 SWIVI a.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 20.6890 SeQ.N. 
(0CT005) OFT 019 CWF. ROSB SIW(u010W)VI 0.00 10.000, 0000 0.0D LREF 9.6480 IN. (DCT0OG) GFHT 039 COF. R0MNI BIWIfVFIC(I) . 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 BREF 5.8380 IN. 
tDCTO0T3a GFHT 19 CZ:F. ROB-N81 BIWI(I10)VIFl(10) 0.000 10.000 10.000- 10.000 XNRP 4405.0040 IN. 
NYRP 0.0000 IN. 




FIG. 6 EFFECT OF BODY FLAP








o 5 30 $5 40 45 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION °IESCRIPTION BETA LELJEVN RELEVN 
I DcTODa) C) GFMT 019 CCNF. ROS-NBI{ Blkelv1 0.00 O0 O ,DuO.ou 
I °CTUDS) l GFMT 019 CONF. ROS-Nal BIWI(IO'v)V$ 0.900 10.000 0.000 















SREF 2:0.6690 SQe.IN. 
LREF 9-6480 IN. 
8E ZF 5l.: 8 .0 IN . 
XN4RF 15 004 1N 
















0 . i s I S ) 3 0o 3 5 4 0 4 5 s o 5 5 Go 6 5 T o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA =IIDCT0DZI SYMBOLJ CONFIGURATIO N D)ESCRIPTIONFHT 01 C___F: R-N DWVl BETADODD ILELEVN._0 RELEVN0.D00 BOWFLF _ 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION.ROF 2D.6890 SQ.N. 
IDC:{D) T w19CO F OSNBI BIWI(Io.D) V 0 Do so00000 0,001 D0 LREF 9.6480 IN. 
tDCTO06) O'FUT 019 CORF. RO 51D VF(O 1~ O.000 0:D .O 000 RF 568 
CDCTO07 L GFHIT 019* CONF. ROS-N81 al w &i 101) VlFl(lo) 0.000 110.000 10D.000 10,000 XMRF 1485.0040] IN. 













.10 .06 .06 .04 *02 QvO -. 119 -. 04 -. 06 -08 -. 10} 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
MYA LELEVN RELEVN SOOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL* COPF1 URATION DESCRIPTION DC T 2 ) 0' GFH T 09 4:014 RO - Nos 1 WV1ID , D/ . D ] O D 8 E 0 ] . HDCT005) Ll FHT 019 CQWF, RO -NO2 DAIL40,lO)OVI ErDJ 0, { .DO DD LREF 9 648 IN. 
0.000 0.000 10 06ii BREF 5.0380 IN .up.000
IOCTO06)j FHT 019 CO41r. ROS-ma: akl VIrs D 
IDCT007) a[ FHT US* CONF . ROO-WS1 O S3 ){.000 0I,; 10.000 10.000 10.000 XWRp 1405.0040 IN: 
YNRP 0000D IN: 
MA. H 16.130___ 
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"oai O.Z 0.4 -0.6 0.0 1 .0 1 .9 1.4 1.*6 1 .8 Z.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
TA REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA S4ET SYMBOL CCNFICVRATION DESCRIPTION - LELEVN RELEVN BW F-_P 
.O 0.000 O.DC- 0 9 0 SREF 20.6890 SQ.1u.f0.00 

,DcT ovS)7 GHT 1 CONMF .5a NB IW 10,D l[) V1 O.Dv 10.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 9.6480 IN.
 
(DCCTO6J aFHtTT 019 CONF, ROS. MUlJ Z1Wl&VIFI (10) D.Doo 0.000 'O.DOV 10.000 UREF .$360 IN.
 
CDCT0071 U GFH 1119 CONF. ROS-NBI a:LWiI(.fIOIViFifla) V.av 0 1.000 1,D 0 XMRF 1485.a[040 IN.
 
F T DigGDZ1 CONF , ROS N51 ill Vl 
O |.000 
YURF a 0000 IN: 




















 XURp 100S.0040 IN.
 
7.0t 
z5 23 3O 35 4D 4S ba 5 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA =T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICH aeTA LELSVX RELCVN bC0FLF REFERENCE INFORMATION 
UCV[ SREF 20.6890 SQ.Im.I OCT002) OFHT U19 €ONF. ROS-NV$ BlWlVl 0.000 0.000 0.,GuO 
IOCT004 , GFNT 019 CONF. ROS-NSI BIW t-10#O)VI 0.000 -loG o 0.0al 0.000 -REP- 9.6480 IN.
 
(£tovsJI GFMT 0lIt COF. ROS-M81 BIWI(lV,0)Vl d 10.090 U.Bon 0.10a9 DREP S.63a IN.
 



















-. 1 goo 25 344 _5C 
-. 14 4
 
5 20 25 30 55 40" 45 50 55 5 I0 tO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA OCT *YNDO. COflF1GURATIaN DESCRIPTIC#J BETA LELEVN RELEVN BQOFLP RErERENCE INFORMATION( 
. OCT00fl 0 OFlf 0fl CO;N?. ROS.-N81 SIWIVI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ORE? 20.6090 so.xIj. 
(0CT0043 GFNT 01$ CONF. RO8-NBi BIWIC-10.0)V1 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000 CREF 9.6400 ZN. (OCTOOSJ 0 GFMT 019 CON?. ROS-.1 51W1(10,0)V1 0.000 10.000 0.000 0.000 ORE? 3.0300 IN. 
jNRP 1485.0040 ZN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 577.0004 IN. 
MACN 10.150 SCALE 0.0050 
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-. 010 -A/ 






- t0 95 30 35 40 45 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
YSOI. CONFiURATION DESCRIPTION BeTA LELEVN RELEVN 
GFDT 01$ COF. ROsfH81 BIWIVI 0.090 O.DD 0.000 
GFT 0 9 C4F. ROS-NS BII 0,QO)VS 0.000 -10.000 0.000 







60 65 70 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 20.8890 S.a1h. 
LREF' .6480 IN. 
BREF 5.8380 IN. 
XHRP 1485.0040 IN. 
yNRP 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 577.0004 IN. 
SCALE 0.0050 
PAGE 41 
FIG. 8 EFFECT OF VENTRAL FIN,LONGITUDrNAL
 









.L . - . . & .. . . . .. . L. i 
15 * 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 60 65 70 
.0 L L . .. . . ... ... e L . . 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION BETA VENTRL - REFERENCE INrORMATIJ 
OCTO0eJ C GFHT 0i9 CcOF. ROS-NB1 IWIVI 0.000 SREF 20.6890 SS.ZN. 
.0CT017) L FHT 019 COCF. ROS-NBI BIIIVIUI 0.000 0.000 LREF 9.OAI IN.BREF 5.830 IN. 
XMRP 1485.0040 1N. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
















DATA S&fl SYMOd. 
L,COOt, 2 
CDCWrbS) 
20 230 35 40 45 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CCUV71URATZIQ 0ESCRIPTCN MTA VENTRL 
flT O19 CCNF. ROS-NS1 BlWll 0.000 
qrHT 019 COHF. ROS-NBI BIWIVIU 0.000 0.000 
55, 60 65 70 
REFERENCE INFOR4TION 
SREF 20.0800 $Q.18. 
LREF 9.6480 IN. 
BREF 5.8380 IN. 
XNRP 1485 0040 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 




_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 













is 3 0, 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI:URATIONI~ DESCRIPTIO BETA WENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
890 IN.




I OCTU02; 2 GFNT 019 €(CNF: ROS N I BlWllV 






ZMRP 'T .O4 .
 
KA H 10.130 $& 005
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF VENTRAL FINLONGITUDINAL
 




is 	 as so w_ 40 45 50 $5 Go 65 r 
; ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
O^TA =T SYMBCL CNFIGURATIC0 DESCRIPTION BE TA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CDCT0023 GFMT 01: CONF. ROS-NI1 BlWIV1 0.000 - SREF 2a.6690 Sa.IN.(oCT017). GFT al_ F. R__-NBI BIWIVIUI 0.00 0_.0 	 LREF 9.6480 1 : 






__AL 	 D.O_ __ 
PAGE 45 







3"0 35 40 45 so 55 60 as 7 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SETSYMSM CCNFIGURATIONDE$CRIPTION MTA _VENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I DCTOOZ) Q GFHT 019 CONF, ROS-NB1 81I V1 0.000 
 SREF 20. saga SQ.IN. 





ZHRF ,, .0.. 4. IN."
oACH 
 10.130 SCALE 0.005 a 
-PAGE 46 
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15i s5 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 65 To 
ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMB 
(OCT 02)(OCT01) I 
C¢ FGURATIZC DESCRZPTICa 
GFHT 019 CHF. ROS-3lM sIWIVI 







SREF 20.0890 Sm, 
LREF 8.6400 1N. 
BREF 5.8380 IN. 
XHRP ±485.0040 ZN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 











-Iii-------------0.4 °O-O -D -0 -°6-D -Z 
1.0.00 "L)R N 
0.2 
.10 
DATA SCT SYMBOL 
D0CT002) Q 
COCTOlfl a 
0.0P -. 07-6 
.0 .06 .04 .02 .00 .02.00 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA VENTRL 
GFHT 019 CONF. ROS-NBI SIWIVI 0.000 





LREF S.6480 IN. 
.8REF 5:8380 IM: 
XMRP 1405 .00 ZN. 
YI4RP 0.0000D ZN. 
ZMRP 377.0004 IN. 
0.0050 
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0..0 .2 0.4 0.6 
- .DRAG 
ATA SET SyMBOL CCnFrOURATIC4 OESCMIPTIZ 
(OCT00) Q GFHT 019 CWFO. ROS-NBI SIWIVI 







1.4 1.6 S .. 2.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SEF 20.6S90, S0.IN. 
LREF 9.6480 IN. 
BOEE 5.080 IN.: 
XIRP 1405.0040 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3r.0004 IN. 
SCALE 0.0050 
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FIG. 9 EFFECT OF VENTRAL FIN',LATERAL9 10. BEG. STING OFFSET
 
.07 







-. 05 _____ 
--03 
w Z5 3__ 33 40 45 so 35 60 63 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA WT SYHBC COFIGURATICH DESCRIPTIN BETA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORHATION 
.CDCT002) 0 GFHT 019 CMF° Ros-Nal oIwivi 0.000 SREF ZO.6890 SQolN. 
t OCTuani L GFMT 019 RO3- 'R 131wVl SETA IS -10 COS(ALPHA) LREF 9.6480 IN. 
,cD ... ) FHT 019 CCF% RO-NB1 Bi %VU 0 000 a,000 "REF .8 80 IN. 
CDCT018) a[ FHT .19 ROS-N~ 1 BIW181ETAU ~i$-11 C1S{ALPIAl °0:0 IRP 14.'80.04 IN:
 
¥HRP 





























s g0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL. CCnbFIURAT1CN DESCRZPTZION BETA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(DCTO02 iFHT01: CONF. ROS-NBa SIWIVl 0.000 SREF 20.6890 SQ.IN. 
(OCTOSO) *FHT 01$ ROS-NB1 BIWIVI BETA 13 -10 COS(ALPA) LREF 9.646D IN.
 
DCtI7) GFHT 019 COF. ROS-N51 B1WVIUI -0.000 0.000 BREF 5.8360 IN.
 





















-J 0 .00 
mw .o 
C-) 
15 zo 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 ,60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL URATICNDATA SET COFI DESCR ZPTIN BETA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
, DCT002) G) FHT 019 CCNF. ROS-NBl 81WIVI 0.000 
 SREF 20.6890 SQ.IN. 
CDCTOZO) L GFHT 019 9O3-N i 81WVyl TA IS -10 COStALPHA) LREF 9.6480 IN.
 
I DCOT17) !a U19 CONF. ROS-N91Biwvu ,0 BREF IN.GFHT 0.W I0 0.000 5.8380 






ZHRp ,7 004 IN* 
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FIG. 10 EFFECT OF VENTRAL FINLATERALt 3.DEGo STING OFFSET
 









LL .02 ________ 
LI-. 
I-
ED 25 0 35 asan5 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCIFIURATICN DESCRIPTION SE TA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I CCrH) GFT 019 COF. RO -Nfl BIWlVI 0.000 SREF 0.8890 SEN. 
DCT02t3s GFHT 019 ROS-NIB aIWVI BTA IS 3 COS(ALPHA) LREF 9.6*R0 IN. 
COCTDIT) 0 FHT 019 CQJF. RO-NB1 BIWIVIU 0.000 0.Do OREF 5.8380 IN. 
COCTOZf) [ FJGIT019 ROS-N8 SIWIVIUS BETA IS -3 COS(ALPHA) 9.000 XNRP 1485.0040 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN.
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-1 am 30 35 40 45 50 55 so 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAION DESCRIPTION BETA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IOCT0023 GFMT 019 CHF * O NBI SIWIVI 0.000 SREF 20.6890 SQ N. 
IDCT026) GFMT 019 RO3S- 5_1 v I BETA IS -3 COS(ALFHA) LREF 9.6460 IN.
 
(OCT017) FRI DI: COF. ROS-Nsly Biwiviul 0.000O 0.000 BREF 5.8380 IN.
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I! .005 _____ 
L-.DI 
o .005 
-w015 to 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA =I SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA VENTRL 
, DCT002) Q GFMT 019 CONF, ROS-NSI alwivi 0.000 
(DCTOZ6) Ll FHT 019 ROS-NOI" 1IVI BETA 15 -3 COS(ALPHA} 
toCTD1; ,a :FHT 019 C€fF. ROS-MB1 ailuiU 0.000 Ocou 
DC1021 [ ;FHT 019 ROS-HB1 SlWVlUl BETA IS -3 COS(ALPHA) 0.000 
MACH 10.130 
55 So 65 70 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 20.6890 5 ,IN. 
LREF 9.6480 IN. 
BREE. 5.83ao in. 
XNRP 1485.0040 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 377.0004 IN. -SCALE 0.005D 
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FIG. 11 EFFECT OF VENTRAL DEFLECTIONLONGI-TUDINAL




1!5O 30 35 40 45- so 55 GO 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA GET SYMBOL CQNFGURATION DESCRIPTION BE TA ENIAL 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
DCT017 3 2 G MT 01: C OF : ROS :N I wi viu$ a° 0 ao aGO S EF 2 0.6 0 3 4: 1" . IT.1)3 GFHT I1 





























-- |25 . 35 45 55 	 'SZ 	 D 4D so '0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET,SVMS"L CMeFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MIA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tDCT 17) JD BWJVIU 0 a .00 EF .N.GFNT 1319 CONF: RO :-N91 a°D ED*89 

T
WDCT..I 7 FM .1. CNF. ROS- 81 SIWIVlUI(D 0:0O0 ivOO0 	 LREF - .646 I. 
U EF 5.88 IN. 
X,RP '1485:.040 IN: 























o *, , , __,__ ____il _l _______ ______ ______ 
.01 . . . ti_ 
205 5 .30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 TO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ATA sET syBoi. CONFIURATI* DESCRIPTION ETA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(OCT017? Q GFHT 019 CONF. ROS-NOI 1WVlUIt 0.000- 0.000 SREF 2D.6890 SQ.IN. 
(VCT011) Ll DFMT 019 CONF. ROS-N8I BIWIV1U(tO) 0.000 1.0 LREF 9.6480 IN. 
OREF 5O80 IN.XHRP 1485.040 
 JN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 577.0004 IN. 














°°*5 * 30 55 40 45 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION MTA VENTRL 
(DCTOIT C) GT 019 CEWF. ROSNOI BIIf1UI 0.000 0.000 
(DCT011) GFHT 019 CNF. 800:321 BIWSYUI(PIp 0.000 10.Ooo 
MACH 10.130 
55 50 65 O 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 20.6890 SQ.XN. 
LREF .8,400 IN. 
BREF 5.380 IN. 
XNRP 1485.0040 IN. 
ZNRF 37T.0004 IN. 
SCALE 0.0050 
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DOCT021 GFHT 019 CONF, R0OSB 51IVIUS aD 0.0 

DATA SET ZYMSM CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION VENTRL INFORMATION 
REF seo89SIN. 
DCIO I GFHI 019 CONF, ROS-NBI BIWIVlUlcio) 0.000 '00000DO LREF .68 a . 
OREF 5:.8380 IN. 
















15 2 5 3 5 40 45 so 55 G0o0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 























BR5FXHRP 3.83804 5.0040 IIIZI. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
















.0 a$0 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
'BETA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIN 
(oct07 Q GFJT 019 CGF. ROS-NBI IWIVILI f.OoO 0.000 SREF 20.6090 SG.IN. 
i2CT.i) GFF1 019 Ca'F. ROS-Nat lWl±V±U±(±0) 0.000 10.000 LREF 9.6400 IN 
-BREF 5.830 ZN. 
XMRP 1405.0040 ZN. 
YMRP 10.0000 ZN. 











0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.9 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA W'T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO BETA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(0C07017) OFN 019 N. R0S.-NB1 6 1VU&I a.0D D0.o S&OF 20.6690 SQ.zN. 
(0cTo0)l GFUT CONF03. OIWIV1UI(1o) 00,0 I.000v LRr 9.6480 ZN.019 ROBNt 
OREF "5.80 IN. 
XIRP 145.0040 ZN. 
YHUP 0.0000 IN:
 






















15 0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 .0 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BE TA VENTRL REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IOCT017) 2 GFHT 019 CCWF. ROS-NBI BIWIV±UI 0.000 0.100 SREF 20.6890 S3,IN. 
lDCTOI1) GFHT 019 CONF. ROS-NSI O1WiVIUI(10) 0.000 10.000 LREF 9.6480 IN. 
BREF 5.0380 IN. 
XHRP 1485.0040 IN. 
























d - .005 
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o -.0V5 
is to 95 30 35 -40 45 50 55 Go 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA [ SYMBM CMFIGURATIW DESUIPTION MTA VENTRL REFERENCE INFCAMATIO N

'DT07 : FNT 019 CON: Ras-NIBWVU .o
 




























-. 920 is ED 25 30 - 35 40 • 45 50." 
ANGLE OF ATTAQK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
'AT, SET SYMBOL CM~FIGURATION DESCRIPTION SETA VENTRL 
I OCTO17) "Q GFHT 019 CONF. ROS-N8I 9l2WVlUI 0.000 0-.000 
IOCT11t) / GFHT Dig CONF. ROS-NSI BlWlVZUICIU) 0.000 10.000 
MACH 10.130 
55 6a.G 65 To 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 20.6890 SQ °N. 
LREF 9.6480 IN. 
YARP 048.000 IN. 
MRPp O3,7000 IN. 
SCAL .. 00" 
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'a w w an 35 40 45 5550 so 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 'DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION SETA LELEYN RELEVN SOOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CDCT002) GrN|T 019 CVF. aO-~ I|D*Q *U °
 : RS:MI IWII 000 . 000 211.6690













FIG. 13 EFFECT OF ALTERNATE FOREBODYiLONG'ITUDINAL
 











1i s0 IN) w 3 0 3 5 40 5 0 "55 7 065T 
ANGLE ,OF ATTACK ALPHA. :0EGREES 
DATA .WT'SYMBOL CONFI GURAYION46ESCRIPTION NIE TA ,ces VN REUEVN ,BOFLP 'REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
fDCTO02I Q GFMT 019 COMF*-RO$ Nal s wivi 10;U130 10.000 "Sao lO.OUO SREF IZO.6690 SQ. IM*
 
" 
 S(IAIWIV2 0000 0O 0.000 9.64*80 
18REF 5.380 
fDCTOIZI GFMT 0119CONF: RO$-N81 o D .000 UREF IN. 
IN:
 





'ZMRP 3I.000.4 N, 


















.0 0 ._ . . . . . . .. .. _ __ _ 
as 
DATA SET S70i 
,4DCO02) Q 
(OC0I2) . 
so w 31) 3S 
ANGLE 
CCFtWGURATZlC DESCIPTIN 
GFUT 019.CQNF. ROS-0 BIWIY 
GFNT 019 CON . ROS-Nil BLIA)WVY1 
OF 
40 43 so 
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
BETA LELEVN RCLEVN 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.0o0 
5 65 70 
OCOFLP REFERENCE INrORNATION 
0.000OSREF 20.68s0 $Q.IN. 
0.000 LREF 9.6460 IN.BRCF 5.0300 IN. 
XNRP 14850.040 ZN. 
YNRP 0.0000 ZN. 
Z9RP 377.0004 IN. 
SCALE 0.0050 
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i. r 30 33 40 AS 5D 
ANGLE OF ATTAC-K, ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA WT SYMBOL C fFI'GURATI4) DE$¢RIFTI -B"TA LELEVN RELMVN 
,DCT oz) Q IJF"T 019 CONF* ROS-NBI BIWIV1 a.abo B.0o 0.000 
1OCT.12) Ll FHT 019 CI)F. RO$ NBI B(IA)WVI 0.0130 U*GO SD00D 





60 65 70 
AEFEAENCE INrORHATION 
$REF zo,6B9o SQ*IN. 
LREOF 9.68 1" 
R F. n45.000 IN* 
'YMRP 0.0000 IN: 
7Rp 377.0004 IN. 
CAL. 4,05a 
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is 
OATA WT SYMV locTa 2)0.0 
'o25 'a 5 40 45 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
€ONFTRATIN DESCRIPTION TA LEtXVN RELEVN 
"MGFT 0 C¢ rF R -B MIVI 0:0 0:000 0 ,fO 








$E 20.6090 SQ. ZN. 
LREF 9.6460 'IN. 
5.030l:RP 1485:6N40 1:. 
YMRP O. Ooa N
.mRP Zr7o 004 1__° 
0.05 
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0°S1 ZS 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN SODFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I DCTDO0) Q FMT 019 CONF. ROS-NSI SIWlV2 - .Quo 0.0130 0.000 0.000 SREr 20.6890 SQ.IN.
 
CDCT012) Ll FMT 019 CONF. ROS-N81 8(IA)WIVl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 9.648a IN.
 
























0.4 ___ ___ "_______________I_ _ _______ 
0. 
.0 




. . .. .j. . 
.08 .06 .i . 0 0-. .04 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
CONFGURATICH DESCRIPTIO BETA LELEVN RELEVH BOFLP 
GFHT 019 CCIF. ROa-Nal SIWIVS 0.o0D 0.0o 0000 0,.00 
GFHT 019 CNF. ROSNSZ. litSA)WIVI o000 10013 0.00 000 
10.130 
-. 06 -. 08 -
REFERENCE INFORHAUON 
SREF 20.690 o30.1". 
LREF 9.8480 IN. 
DREF 5.850 IN. 
XNRP 1485.0040 IN. 
YIRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 577.0004 IN. 
SCALE 0.0050 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CaJFIGURATICE DESCRIPTION iIETA LELEYN RELEVN OODFLF R~EFERENCE INFORMATION 
CDcT002) f0 GFST 010 CaNr. RO&4481 SIWIVI 0.000 0.000 0.000 a.000 SREF 20.600 so.IN. 
COCTOZ) AU OrHT 019 COJF. 0O-B 1BIA)ImVI 0.000 0.000 0.0 .0 REF - I.40 N 
XHRP 1405.40 IN. 



















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CFIGURATICM DESCRIPTIO MIA LELEVN RELEVN BCDFLP REFERENCE ZINFORMATION 
IDCT0021 GFBT 019 0.000 0.0D D.00 .900 SREF 20.6890 SQ.IN.€CFRO$-NOS IWIlVI 01 

I DCT..') GF.T 'S9 ROS- ILB;WIV1 BETA 15 -10 C k(ALPHAl 0.000 0,000 0.000 LREF 9.6460 IN.
 
tDCTOI2) GFHT 019 CCWF. RO$ NS1 9CIAJ/lVl 0.000 D.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 5.a80 IN.*
 
DTDFH}] 19RO-NI { ] V A S-IOCOS(ALPHAI 0.000 0.000 0.000 X"RP 1483.0040 in.
 



























- Is to 30 35 40 _45 50 55 60 65 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 






OFHT 019 CNF .ROS-Nol 
GFHT DIS ROS- Sl Biwivi 
Biwivi 














CDCT012; :FHT DI: CONF° RCS-NS1 B(UA)WIVI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 5.6300 IN. 
tDCTQZI) GFRI 019 ROS-MB1 SCIA)WIV1 BETA IS -IOCOSfALPMA) 0.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 1485.0040 IN. 
MACH 10.130 SCALE 0 . 00 
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FIG. 14 EFFECT OF ALTERNATE FOREBODY.LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL, 100 DEGo STING OFFSET
 









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BEA LELEVN RZLEVN BODFLP REFERENCE INlFORMATION 
(DCTO02) Q GFWT 019 CONF. ROS-NB1 91WIVI 0.000 0.000 O00 OoO.O0 SEF 20.6890 SQ.IN. 
DOCTOZO) L GFHT 019 ROS-NSI SlWIVl BETA 15 -10 COSCALPHA) 0.0O0 0.00O 0.000 LREr 9.6480 IN. 
IDCT01Z' a GFWT 01: CONF. ROS-N l B(IA)'IVl 0.000 0.000 'U00 0.000OoO BREF ".5.6380 IN. 





















an as ;o3054 43 'S0 356 Go'6 70 
ANGLE-OF ATTACK, -ALPHA,DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCVFIGURATI DESCRIPTION BETA LELEYN RELEVN SCDFLP *REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
0.000 oD0 20.6690 SQ.IN.[l FHT'0 9 CCN%. ROs NDI filwiv$ .o 0.000 0.00 SREF DC10021 GH os' BIOSIw VI SETA IS -3 COSCALPHA3 0.D *O °48 H
 
Inc,.I GFHT 019 CONF. RO$-MS1 BUJA)WIVI 04OD o00 °0:.1 O*:DDG "nRll 1.110
 
foDloZs) GFHT 019 ROS-NS1 S(IA)WlVl SCTA IS -3 COS(ALPHA) 0.000 nOo aonD HRF I4...:04a a NI
 
YHRPp a .O~ I
 
II D410) 00 0 R 















w015 an30 a 45 all _5D so ou Do__ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA =T SYMOM CCWFI"RATICN DO PTIM BETA LEEVM RELEVM SOFL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0130 * 0.099V.o .00 SREF Z0.60013 SQ.INo
IOCTOOR : FHT 01: RIF. RoaNmal alwyl1.F -Ra 

I.CTDIZ) 6FHT 019 CNF, 903--OI B(ZA)MV$ O 0.000 .000 0.000 BREF 5.0380 IN.
 






MAC" 10.130 C6 D,
 
1OT ) a. 0$ O$ N B E TA 15 -3 COS(ALPHA) 0.000 0,000 0.00D LREF 9.6400 IN. 
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'FIG. 15 EFFECT OF ALTERNATE FOREBODY LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL. 3.DEG. STING OFFSET
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as0 30 35 411 45 50 55 60 65 To 
ANGLE O F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DES8CRIPTION E TA LELEVN RELEVN OFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(DCT 09) C) OFMT 019 CONF. RO$-NS1 I61WIV1 0.000 0.1100 0.0]00 0:100D IEF ,1.1: 80 I o 
CO26) IS GFHT 019 ROS-NSI 81" Vl BETA IS -3 COSCALPHA) " 0.000 0.°000 DO RPEF S.480 IN.' 
(DC TO I Z I 0 G F T 19 CON F . R O ' 1 1 I ) W V 1 3 0 .000 . 0 0 0 "0 00 0 D 0 0 , R E F s .36 0 . I N : 
,DCTOZA) U GFMI 019) R03-Nil1 BCIA) M IA IS- COS(ALFMA) U.VuvI 0.000} 0*:0 XMRF 
YMRPZ0R0 







FIG. 16 CONPARISON OF ROS-NBI AND RGS-WBILONGITUDINAL
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is 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 a, 70 
~ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA "T 5TXV CCVFIGURAICW DE3CRIPTJCV MTA LELEVN RELEVN 8QCFLP REFERENCE INFHAATION 
(DCT~Oal CD GFHT 019 CMF. R062131 BIWVI a, 0 ,00  Oan0 000a SREF 2D.60gD SQIH, 
(DCTDI$) L GFHT 019 cCNF: Ros- W a.WIVE ,0:000 0:0 0 0'0000 0:000 LREF 9.6400 IN. 
BNEF 5, IN. 
YXRP a. O . 
ZHRPpSCALE Z7T.0..40.0050 in* 
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jLj -. 02 
U)I
15 5 3 40 so 60 700 a5 45 55 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY$50Ci CONIFIGURATICN DESCRIFTION BETA LfL.EY RELEVN BOOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATIOn 
DCTOO2 0 GFHT 019 CONF. ROS-NBI BIW VI .O0 0.000 O .OOG 0.000 SREF 20.6890 SQIN. 
COCTO15 J ZI GFHT 019 CadF. ROS-WSI 02WIV2 0.00D O.Go 0.000 0.000 LREF 9.648D IN.0REF 5.8380 ZN.11RE 1485.0040 IN. 
YSRP 0.0000 ZN. 













o~~. . 0. _ ...... ___ ....
 
.0s W; 3D 3; 'a 45 so 55 _7 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ART SYNACN. CODFIGURATION DESCRIPTI t RETA LELVU RELEVN SWFLP REFERENCE INFORWATIM 
000 0*O SRVF S4.1m.0.0 . DoovD ,000 20.6000IOCTODE) OGWT 019 CMF. RO-X8I 81WIVI I.CTOIS) GFUT 019 CCNF. R03-Ml 02WIV2 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 LREF 9.6400 IN. 
BRV.F 58 N 





















. . . . L .. .... . . 4 . L * ,J.4,4 .,15 to 25 3$ 0.0 * .. . . 
L . .t4 . r4 . 4 , 
40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA IELEVN RELEVN DOOFLP REFERENCE ZNFORMATION(DCTV0tJ GFMT 019 CMF. RO-N41 SIWVI a.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 20.SSOO SQ.£N.
'ocro z L 019 ROS-WI 0.000 00 0.000 9a640 :.N.GFUT CEF. BZWIVZ 00 0000 LRaF 
ORCV $.8380 IN.
XNRP 1485.0040 1. 
YI4RP O.Oo £1. 






FIG. 16 COMPARISON OF ROS-NBI AND ROS-VB1,LONGITUDINAL 












Its 30 35 40 45 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA WT SYMBH" CaIFIGURATIOJ DESCRIPTIN BETA LELEVN RELEVN 





. . . . . . 
80 05 To 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 20.6090 SQ.IN.LREF 9.6480 IN. 
DREF 5.6380 IN. 
XMRP 1405.0040 IN. 
YRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 377.0004 IN. 
SCALE 0.0050G E132 
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ANGLE OP ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
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BREF 5 8380 IN. 




O . o 0577,o00.4 IN .IN: 
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FIG. 16 COMPARISON OF ROS-NB AND ROS-WROLONGITUDINAL
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DAT o RP T LLV RbV _y____UA___L __F______ __ 
PG 8 
(CT., FTD9C F O-B IJ OOO .O , .O RF .80 S.N 
(CTI 
"C G T 10.1'0 * Sk V O0 o0 .O ,0 RF 9 40 N 
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C0.0 0. 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.0 1.8 2.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
•OATh LET SY"BOI. COHFlGURATIOA DESCRIPTI*J STA LELEVN RELEVN SOOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATXON 
{DTOJ GPUT 019 COW., RQS-fi± BIWIVI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 OREF ao.osoo SQ.1N. 
(0CT01iSJ GFIT 019 CONF. SOS-kwal BZWIV2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 9.6480 IN. 
OREF 5.8380 IN,. 
XI4IRP 1405.00O40 IN. 













0. 014 34 5 - 4 ) 4 5 5 0 5 5 65 0 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYRIBX CCIFbGURATI4 DESCIPTICd MTA LELZVN RELEVN BCFLP REFERENCE INFOR4ATON 
COCTOls) 0 GFHT 01$ CWF. R0S-S S2WIVZ 0.00D 0U.o 0.U00 0.00 SREF 20.58s0 S0.N. 
(OCTISJ - GFHT 019 CONF. R0s-W l DWI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 9.64*0 IN. 
BREF 5.0580 IN. 
xmlp 14'5.Of'f IN. 
YNRP 0.0,0 ZN. 




FIG. 17 ROS-E EFFECT OF TWIN VERTICAL TAILS LONGITUDINAL
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.0R4 _N 148_0040 
CATA ST SYMBO 
I(DCTal ) Q-. 
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w-l1 30 35 40 45 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFZOURATION DESCRIPTIO N BETA LELEVN RELMV 
G HT 019 CcNF . 05-W I o2WIV2 Duo0°0 0 . 000 COT1)H NF, RO- .0$ ,00 0 Goa 0.000 
101013 








NEF z o890 o 
LREF 9.6480 IN. 
BREF 5 8380 IN: 
INR 0:O000 IN:
Z-P 077000.0 IN 
SA Go 0 0 
9FATCK0LH. 






°.a DO 25 so so 40 43 so. 53 DO 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA MET $YMBO €OFIGARAION DESCRIPTION 	 BEA LELVN RELEVN DODFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.110D 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF -20.6690 34.1N.
 

























C . 0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.0 es 39 36 40 45 so 
ANGLE OF"ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN 
DCT015i 2 GFT 019 CONF. ROS-I B2WIV2 0.000 0.000 0.000 







IREF 20.689 SQ.N. 
LREF 9.6480 IN. 
BREF 5.8380 IN: 
XNRP 1405.0040 IX. 
YXRP 0.0000 IN* 
ZURP 377.0004 IN, 
SCALE 0.0050 
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t 855 30 35 t0 45 5 55 60 65 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CaFIGURATZIC CESCIPTIC* IS TA LELEYN RELEVN BOCFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0CTOI) 0HT CFt. ROS-tat D2WIV2 G.0D0 0.000 0.00 0.000 SREF 20.6890 SQ.IM. 
CQCTO6S GFHT 019 CMF: Ro-5w 1 awl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LRZF 9.6460 IN. 
OREF 5.0300 IN. 
XRp ±0004 0 :N. YHRPp ,0000 IN 

















0 5 40 4 .5LPA.09
 
ANGLE'0F ATTACK." ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA WT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN 'RELEVN BODFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(OCTO153 GFHT 019 CNF. R03-wl Down 0.0, a000 0 .000 0.000 S REF 20.6690 SQ.IN.0. _____ _____ 
(DCDI6) GFHT G1s CONF: ROs-W3 "wi 0.000 0.000 0.000" .0.000 LREF 9.6480 IN. 
• BREF . 5.8380 IN. 
XMRF 1485,0040 IN.
 YMRPF :..0. 1" 
















S .00 .. .00 -. 02 . 04.&.. -. 06 -. 0 -. 0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA Sr SYMBOL C FJrURATZON DESCRIPTZON ZTA LEWVN RELEVN BOFLP REFERENCE INFORtATISN 
'OCTO'S), O 019 ROS-W4j 0.000 0.000 0.000 iREF 20.6890 SQ.1N.FHT COIlF. SZWIVZ 0.000 

(DCTD$6) GFHT 019 COlF. ROS-Wi BZW 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 9.6480 IN.
 


















d0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .0 1.2 1.4 1..0 .0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
0*TA SET SYMB0 CONFIGURAT1O DESCRIPIZOJ BETA LELtVN RELEVN DOOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lVCT0$5) 0 rn 01 Co . RQSW 62W181Y2 0.000 0.000 .000 5REF 90.6890 SQ.IN. 
(DCTf1 I wFH 019 cF. R5-Il B2Wl 0.0ob 0.000 0.0ou 0.000 LREF 9.6480 IN. 
0gs 5.a3so ZN. 































GFUT 01*9 CIF. 
*FMT 019 NOS-t:31 
'FHT OAD CON;. 

























SRJ F 20.6a90 SI.19. 
LREF 9.6480 IN. 
a EF 5.6380 IN. 
XMP 1485.00 40 IN. 






















025 5 0 35 40 45 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA 3ET SVYNO- CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN 
(oCTO±) 0 ,FHT 019 CONF. ROSI B2W1V2 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1.CTQ4) LS GFfT 019 ROS-U 02WIV2 BETA 1S -10 COS(ALPHA) 0.000 0.000 
iDCT0i6) OFHT 0*9 CONF. ROS-1Bl 82WI '.000 0.000 0.o 








6p 65 70 
. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 20.6890 SQ.IN. 
LREF 9.6480 IN. 
BREF 5.6500 I. 
XMNRP 3485.0040 IN. 
YNRP a0000 IN. 
ZMRP 377.0004 IN: 
SCALE 0.0050 
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"w 1 ts w as 40 45 so 55 an 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVM BOOFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0D0 0.00a 0.000 SREF 20.6890 $Q.IN * 0.000asTO59 CORH€ F. R0S-WBI 82WIV2 
,OcTOQ4 :;NT "9 nos-mot ozmvz BETA 13 -10 CO$(ALFHA) 0.000 0.O00 0.000 LUEF 9.6480 IN. 
02W . 0.000 D.Goo 01DO0 0.000 DREF 5.8380 IN. IDCTDISJ GFNT 019 CONF. RO--O1
,.CTO") [U FNI DID ROS-W B 92 ETA 13 -10 OS( ALFHA) 0.000 alooo0.000O XMRP 1485.0040 IN. 
YmRP U.000 IN
 
ZMRP 377.41104 IN.
 
SCALE D.£D$0
 
MACH $0.140g 
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